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Finite-duration seeding effects in powerful backward Raman amplifiers

N. A. Yampolsky, V. M. Malkin, and N. J. Fisch
Department of Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA

~Received 1 July 2003; published 11 March 2004!

In the process of backward Raman amplification~BRA!, the leading layers of the seed laser pulse can
shadow the rear layers, thus weakening the effective seeding power and affecting parameters of output pulses
in BRA. We study this effect numerically and also analytically by approximating the pumped pulse by the
‘‘ p-pulse’’ manifold~family! of self-similar solutions. We determine how the pumped pulse projection moves
within the p-pulse manifold, and describe quantitatively the effective seeding power evolution. Our results
extend the quantitative theory of BRA to regimes where the effective seeding power varies substantially during
the amplification. These results might be of broader interest, since the basic equations are general equations for
resonant three-wave interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Backward Raman amplification might be utilized
achieve ultrahigh laser powers@1#. In this scheme, a shor
pumped pulse consumes essentially all of a long incid
pump power through the resonant stimulated backward
man scattering in plasma. The pulse also contracts as
amplitude grows. The amplification is fast enough to rea
nearly relativistic pumped pulse intensities, within tim
shorter than it takes for filamentation instabilities to devel
By nearly relativistic intensities we mean those intensit
for which the electron motion in the pulse fields becom
nearly relativistic, that is 1017 W/cm2 for l51-mm-
wavelength radiation. Such a nonfocused intensity would
105 times higher than what is currently available through
chirp pulse amplification technique@2#. The focused intensi-
ties would be 1025 W/cm2 for a l51-mm-wavelength output
pulse focused from 10-cm to 10-mm diameter. For shorte
wavelength lasers, the electron motion becomes relativ
only at higher intensities, so achievable nonfocused and
cused intensities could be even higher yet@1,3#.

The optical system of backward Raman amplifiers na
rally separates into two components: a pump block cons
ing of one or several laser beams delivering large pow
with low requirements on optical precision, and a seed bl
delivering a higher precision, lower power short laser pu
to extract and focus the pump energy@1,4#. The output pulses
should maintain a high focusability of relatively low inten
sity input seeds even in the presence of plasma noise@5# and
substantial pump fluctuations@6#, including the possibility of
multiple pumps@7#.

In this paper, we show how the output pulse depends u
the short duration of the input seed pulse. To develop
terminology for expressing this dependence, consider h
the amplification mechanism operates: Upon the arriva
the short seed pulse to any given layer of plasma, the pu
and seed pulses resonantly interact to generate a fresh L
muir wave. The short seed quickly leaves this plasma la
and proceeds to interact with a fresh pump and fresh plas
hardly being affected by the interaction. Meanwhile, t
Langmuir wave stays at the plasma layer, where it contin
to backscatter the pump, thereby growing further. The ba
1063-651X/2004/69~3!/036401~6!/$22.50 69 0364
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scattered light, growing after the original seed has passed
call ‘‘the pumped pulse.’’ It has the same frequency as
seed pulse and propagates in the same direction, trailing
seed. It can grow to intensities much greater than the orig
seed until the pump is depleted, and then can further g
~and contract! even to intensities much greater than t
pump.

Note that the backward Raman amplification along ea
ray is essentially a one-dimensional process. As long as
fects of the input seed pulse finite duration can be neglec
the pumped pulse evolution approaches, at an advance
linear stage, a self-similar regime known as the ‘‘p-pulse’’
regime @8,1,3#. The p-pulse amplitude grows linearly with
the amplification distance while thep-pulse duration de-
creases inversely with the amplitude. There is a family
such self-similar solutions that can be conveniently char
terized by the locationzs of the ~physically of zero duration!
seed and the locationzM of the pumped pulse intensity max
mum. This maximum propagates behind the original se
approaching it as the pumped pulse grows and contra
When the pumped pulse duration becomes comparable to
original seed duration, the pumping that arises from the r
layers of the original seed becomes noticeably less than
arising from the front layers. The rear layers of the origin
seed are then noticeably shadowed by pumping arising f
the leading layers and causing the pump depletion. This
duces the area of the original seed, which effectively cont
utes to the amplification.

We define an effective dimensionless area under the s
pulse envelopeeeff , which can be called an ‘‘effective seed
ing power.’’ It can be expressed in terms of the parameterzs
andzM , i.e., locations of the effective seed and the pump
pulses maxima. For smalleeff!1, thep-pulse maximum lo-
cation depends oneeff logarithmically. Thus, changingeeff ,
say, by a factor of 2 does not noticeably affect the pump
pulse, which remains close to thep-pulse manifold. This
enables us to describe the actual pulse evolution in term
the matchingp-pulse evolution within thep-pulse manifold.

The major goal of this paper is to define the matchi
p-pulse parameters and to describe their evolution. This
enable us to extend quantitatively the theory of backw
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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Raman amplification to regimes where the effective seed
power varies substantially during the amplification.

The paper is arranged as follows. First, we show num
cally that, throughout the entire advanced nonlinear stag
the amplification, the pumped pulse indeed can be very w
approximated by a pulse growing from a seed of a negligi
short duration and varying effective seeding powereeff ~Sec.
III !. Then, we analytically describe~Secs. IV and V!, the
motion of the pumped pulse projection within this spec
manifold of pulses growing from negligibly short seeds.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND p-PULSE MANIFOLD

Resonant Raman backscattering in a plasma can be
scribed by the following equations for the wave envelop
~see, for instance, Refs.@10,3#!:

at1caz52vpf b, bt2cbz5vpa f* , f t5vab* /2,
~1!

where vp is the electron plasma frequency,v@vp is the
pump laser frequency,a andb are the dimensionless spac
time envelopes of the pump and pumped pulse electric fi
amplitudes, respectively, normalized so that the pump in
sity ~i.e., power density! is I a5pc(mec

2/e)2uau2/l2

52.73631018uau2/l2@mm# W/cm2, with a similar normal-
ization for the seedb, while f is an appropriately normalize
Langmuir wave envelope;l is the laser wavelength,t is the
time, z is the distance in the direction of the pump propag
tion, subscripts denote the respective derivatives, andc is the
vacuum speed of light. The pumped laser frequency is do
shifted byvp from the pump frequency; the laser wave nu
bers are close tov/c and the resonant Langmuir wave
number is close to 2v/c. The slowly varying envelope
approximation~1! is applicable as long as the characteris
space and time scales of the wave envelopes substan
exceedcvp

21 andvp
21 , respectively. We also assume cond

tions are satisfied that allow one to neglect the effects
dispersion, diffraction, wave breaking, self-focusing, a
self-phase-modulation and generation of other harmonic

For further analysis, it is convenient to rewrite equatio
~1! in the variables

z5~ t1z/c!Avvp/2, t52zAvvp/c, f 5 f̄Av/vp,

thus getting

az2at52 f̄ b, bt5a f̄* , f̄ z5ab* . ~2!

During the linear stage of the backscattering instabil
when the pump depletion is negligible, so thata'a0
5const, the solution of Eqs.~2! is given by the formulas
~Refs.@11,3#!

b~z,t!5
]

]zE dz1G~z2z1 ,t!b~z1,0!, ~3!

G~z,t!5I 0~2Ah!, h5a0
2zt5j2/4, ~4!

whereI 0 is the modified zero-order Bessel function.
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During an advanced nonlinear stage of the instabil
when the pumped pulse amplification length is much lar
than the pulse duration~within which it completely depletes
the pump!, the termat in Eqs. ~2! can be neglected com
pared to the termaz . Thus simplified, Eqs.~2! conserve the
joint density of the pump photons and Langmuir plasmon

]

]z
~ uau21u f̄ u2!50. ~5!

Real solutions can be then searched for in the form

a~z,t!5a0 cos~u/2!, f̄ ~z,t!5a0 sin~u/2!, ~6!

b~z,t!5uz/2, ~7!

which reduces the set to the sine-Gordon equation

uzt5a0
2 sinu. ~8!

This sine-Gordon equation has a special set of self-sim
solutionsu(z,t)5U(j[2a0Azt) satisfying the equation

Ujj1Uj /j5sinU, U~10!5e, ~9!

and depending on the single parametere. This is the classical
p-pulse attractor solution~Ref. @8#! that is established at th
advanced nonlinear stage of the backward Roman amplifi
tion ~BRA! for seeds of a negligibly short duration.

Note that, for thep-pulse solution, the relative value o
the neglected termat in the energy-containing domain i
about jM /a0

2t2 ~where jM is the location of thep-pulse
maximum in a self-similar variablej!, which indeed quickly
decreases as the amplification proceeds.

III. VARYING EFFECTIVE SEEDING POWER FOR SEEDS
OF FINITE DURATION

As noted above, the shadowing of rear layers of the s
pulse can affect the actual BRA. For a zero-duration s
b(z50,t)5ed(t)/Avvp5ed(z)/2, formally considered
within Eqs.~1! or ~2!, the shadowing effect is absent and t
seeding power, constant throughout the amplification len
can be defined as the dimensionless area under the see
velope e52*b(t50,z)dz. Such zero-duration seed solu
tions tend asymptotically, at large amplification lengt
2z, to thep-pulse manifold.

To define precisely the effective seeding powereeff for
seeds of finite duration, we formally match the real pump
pulse with the pulse growing from a zero-duration seed a
reaching the same maximum pumped amplitude within
same amplification length2z for the same pump amplitud
a0. The ‘‘same amplification length’’ here is the length tr
versed by the original seed pulse maximum. Note that
pumped pulse maximum~trailing the original seed pulse!
does not then coincide with the maximum of the pulse gro
ing from a zero-duration seed; the maxima are separated
distance which we define asz0.

Figure 1 shows a numerical example of the effective se
ing power eeff for the Gaussian seedb(z50,t)5e
1-2
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3exp@2(t/T)2#/TAvvpp, with T52p/vp , e50.01,
lp52pc/vp512 mm, l51 mm anda050.006.

Figure 2 shows the shiftz0 between the locations of am
plitude maximum for the actual pumped pulse and
matching pumped pulse growing from a zero-duration se
for the same numerical example as above.

To compare shapes of the real and matching pum
pulses~growing from a finite- and zero-duration seeds,
spectively! in the above numerical example, we shift th
zero-duration seed byz0, thus matching the locations o
maxima for the pumped pulses. Figure 3 indicates that
pulse envelops indeed coincide very well even for noticea
variations ofeeff .

In Fig. 3, larger rescaled amplitude maxima correspond
larger values ofeeff , i.e., to smaller amplification lengths
The apparent drift of the pumped pulse amplitude maxim
to largerh in the upper plots~taking place just in the self
similar variableh! attests to the fact that the leading spike
the self-similar~p-pulse! solution is further from its zero-
duration seed~located ath50 in these plots! for smallereeff .
In physical variablesz andt, the leading spike moving with a
superluminous velocity approaches the zero-duration see
the time. In lower plots of Fig. 3, placing the Gaussian se

FIG. 1. Varying effective seeding powereeff for the Gaussian
seed pulse of durationT52p/vp in BRA.
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maximum ath50, the pumped seed maximum approach
the origin even in self-similar variables. This occurs becau
in the process of amplification, the major seeding com
from more and more advanced leading layers of the Gaus
seed.

Note that using a longer seed would result in an ear
decrease ofeeff . Seeds longer than the Raman leng
c/(a0Avvp/2) would in fact use just their leading Rama
length-long part right away during the linear stage of t
amplification. Also note, that short Gaussian seeds, like
used above, are favorable for eliminating deleterious su
luminous precursors~Ref. @9#!.

IV. SINE-GORDON APPROXIMATION

As seen from the derivation of the sine-Gordon equati
it can well approximate real solutions of the original equ
tions ~1! or ~2! at the advanced nonlinear stage of the pu
amplification when the termat in Eq. ~2! can be neglected
and also during the linear stage of the pulse amplificat
when the pump variation can be entirely neglected. Th
there is just a relatively short early nonlinear stage of

FIG. 2. Varying shiftz0 between the amplitude maxima of th
real and matching pumped pulses~growing from the Gaussian see
pulse of durationT52p/vp and zero-duration seed, respectively!.
m

FIG. 3. Rescaled amplitude for the pumped pulse growing from the Gaussian seed pulse of durationT52p/vp ~solid lines! and the
matching pumped pulse growing from the zero-duration seed~dashed lines! vs h5a0

2zt5a0
2vvp(t1z/c)(2z/c)/2 at the amplification

lengths2z/lp5500, 1000, and 1500 (lp52pc/vp). Larger rescaled amplitude maxima correspond to larger values ofeeff , i.e., to smaller
amplification lengths. In the left plot, the matching zero-duration seed is located ath50, while in the right plot, the Gaussian seed maximu
is located ath50.
1-3
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pulse amplification when the sine-Gordon approximat
might not be applicable.

The amplification length around which the comple
pump depletion occurs for the first time can be evaluated
follows. During the linear stage, the integrated amplitudeu
of the pumped pulse can be presented, according to Eqs~3!
and ~7!, in the form

ulin~z,t!52E dz1G~z2z1 ,t!b~z1,0!, ~10!

which gives, for a seed much shorter than the Raman len

ulin~z,t!'eI 0~2a0Azt![eI 0~j!. ~11!

For a givent, the productzt has a maximum atz52ct/2, so
that the maximum of the integrated amplitudeu moves with
the speed2c/2 during the linear amplification stage. For
small enoughe!1, the pumped pulse makes many expon
tiations before reaching the nonlinear stage, which allo
one to use the asymptotic formulaI 0(j)'ej/A2pj at j@1
for an advanced linear stage of the pulse amplification. T
same condition allows one to approximate the lead
pumped spike in the nonlinear pump depletion regime by
classical 2p-pulse solution of the sine-Gordon equatio
Then, both the linear front and the maximum domains of
leading pumped spike can be described by a single form
~Ref. @1#!

u'4 arctg@eI 0~j!/4#'4 arctg~ulin /4!. ~12!

The condition for the pump complete depletionu'p then
reads aseI 0(j)'4, thus defining the valuej5j* at which
the depletion occurs. This takes place for the first time n
the location

2z* 'ct* /2'cj* /a0A2vvp. ~13!

A numerical comparison of solutions of the original equ
tion and the sine-Gordon equation indicates that the s
Gordon solution does not depart much from the original
lution even during the early nonlinear stage of the pu
amplification, as illustrated by Fig. 4.

Thus, the sine-Gordon approximation appears to be
sonably accurate throughout the entire amplification p
cess. As noted above, thep-pulse manifold is the family
of self-similar solutions of the sine-Gordon equation. The
solutions correspond to zero-duration seed initial con
tions u(z,t50)5eQ(z2zs), whereQ~z!51 for z.0 and
Q~z!50 for z,0 is the unit step function. It follows that th
p-pulse manifold can also approximate well the entire a
plification process. Indeed, the linear and even early non
ear stages can be approximated by the domainj&j* of the
p-pulse, as explained earlier in this section. At advan
nonlinear stage, thep-pulse is known to be an attractor s
lution for all j.
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V. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION

The pump amplitudea0 can be excluded from the sine
Gordon equation~8! by a simple rescaling of independe
variable t̄5a0

2t. Up to this rescaling, there is a two
dimensional p-pulse manifold to approximate solution
growing from short yet finite-duration seeds. In this secti
we derive simple analytical formulas describing dynamics
such solutions projected on thep-pulse manifold, namely,
evolution of the matching zero-duration seed and pum
pulse maximum locationsz0 andzM .

The leading layers of the pumped pulse can be descr
by the linear theory formula~10!. This description can be
extended to the nonlinear domain of the leading sp
through approximating it, to zeroth order, by the 2p-pulse,
u'4 arctg(ulin /4). Location of the 2p-pulse maximum can
be determined from the equationu'p⇒ulin'4. The re-
spectivez5zM satisfies then the equation

E dz1I 0@2A~zM2z1!t̄ #b~z1,0!'2. ~14!

The integrated function varies rapidly inz1, so that the major
contribution to the integral comes from a narrow vicinity
this function maximumz15z01. Expanding the logarithm
function near the maximum,

S[ ln$I 0@2A~zM2z1!t̄ #b~z1,0!%'S02S2~z12z01!
2,
~15!

one can present Eq.~14! in the simplified form

I 0@2A~zM2z01!t̄ #b~z01,0!Ap/S2'2. ~16!

Equation~16!, together with the functionSmaximum condi-
tion,

FIG. 4. Sine-Gordon approximation~dashed lines! to the
pumped pulse amplitude~solid lines! calculated from the original
equations~1! at tvp/2p575, 100, and 150 as a function of (z
1ct)/lp . The seed and pump are the same as above:a050.006,
l51 mm, lp512 mm, b(z50,t)5e exp(2t2/T2)/TAvvpp, T
52p/vp , and e50.01. The pump complete depletion occurs f
the first time attvp/2p'100 which agrees with formula~13!.
1-4
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FIG. 5. Locations of the matching zero-duration seedz0 ~left figure! and the pumped pulse maximum~in z at fixedt or z) zM ~right
figure! as functions of the amplification length2z, found numerically as in Sec. III~solid lines! and analytically~dashed lines!.
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]z01
ln$I 0@2A~zM2z01!t̄ #b~z01,0!%50, ~17!

and the definition

S252
]2

2]z01
2

ln$I 0@2A~zM2z01!t̄ #b~z01,0!%, ~18!

define thet̄-dependent location of the pumped pulse ma
mum zM together with the auxiliary parameterz01. For
knownzM , the effective seed locationz0 is determined asz0
maximizing the product of the nonlinear amplification fact
N(zM2z0) and the actual seed amplitudeb(z0). It is con-
venient to present the maximum condition in the form

]

]z0
ln@N~zM2z0!b~z0,0!#50. ~19!

The log slope of nonlinear amplification factorN(zM2z0)
can be evaluated, in the above 2p-pulse approximation
ulin /4'tg(u/4) at u5p⇒ulin'4, as

] ln u

]z
'

2

p

] ln ulin

]z
.

It follows that,

2

p

]

]z0
ln$I 0@2A~zM2z0#t̄ !%1

d

dz0
ln b~z0,0!50. ~20!

This determines the effective seed locationz0. A numerical
example is presented in Figs. 5 and 6.

Figure 5 compares thus calculated parametersz0 andzM
of the matchingp-pulse and the numerically calculated~as
described in Sec. III! respective parameters of the actu
pumped pulse growing from the same~as in previous sec
tions! Gaussian seedb(z50,t)5e exp(2t2/T2)/TAvvpp
[e exp(2z2/D2)/2DAp of the duration D5TAvvp/2
5pAv/vp. Plots for zM are shown just for an advance
nonlinear amplification stage, because, during the lin
03640
-
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r

stage, the pumped pulse amplitude is a monotonically
creasing function ofz at fixed t, which is not the case ad
dressed by the analytical theory considered here.

Figure 6 compares amplitudes of the matchingp-pulse
with analytically calculatedz0 andzM ~dashed lines! and of
the actual pumped pulse growing from the above Gaus
seed~solid lines!. The dotted lines showp-pulses withz0
and zM numerically determined from the actual pump
pulse, as described in Sec. III. The very good coincidence
dotted and dashed lines indicates that their small devia
from solid line at larger2z is not caused by an inaccuracy
calculatedz0 andzM .

Note that using asymptotic formulaI 0(j)'ej/A2pj at
j@1, one could present the equations for calculating para
eterszM and z0 of the p-pulse matching the pumped puls
growing from the above Gaussian seed in the followi
forms:

FIG. 6. Normalized amplitude of the actual pumped pulse gro
ing from the Gaussian seed~solid lines!, the p-pulse with analyti-
cally calculatedz0 andzM ~dashed lines!, and thep-pulse withz0

and zM numerically determined from the actual pumped pulse,
described in Sec. III~dotted lines!, for the amplification lengths
2z/lp5500, 1000, and 1500. Larger maximum amplitudes cor
spond to larger values ofeeff , i.e., to smaller amplification lengths
The Gaussian seed maximum is located ath50.
1-5
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z01'2
D2t̄

jM1
S 12

1

2jM1
D ,

jM1[2A~zM2z01!t̄

' lnF4

e
A2pS jM11

2D2t̄2~11jM1
21!

jM1
2 D G1

z01
2

D2
,

~21!

z0'2
2

p

D2t̄

jM
S 12

1

2jM
D ,

jM[2A~zM2z0!t̄.

The lines plotted according to these formulas are nondis
guishable from the dashed lines in Figs. 5.

The approximation of slowly varyingp-pulse parameters
is justified as long as the pulse maximum location in a s
similar variablejM does not change much within the amp
fication length:

U] ln jM

] ln t U!1. ~22!

This condition is satisfied forD2t̄2/jM
3 !1. Note that, att̄

→`, the above equations would formally give

jM1'~Dt̄!2/3, 2z01'D4/3t̄1/3, 2zM'3D4/3t̄1/3/4,

jM'0.72~Dt̄ !2/3, 2z0'0.88D4/3t̄1/3.

Then, u] ln jM /] ln tu'2/3, not satisfying Eq.~22!, while
D2t̄2/jM

3 '2.68. In our calculations, the parameterD2t̄2/jM
3

reaches the value'0.25 at2z51500lp . It still satisfies Eq.
~22!, but approaching to this applicability limit causes
small deviation between theoretical and actual pulses, see
Fig. 6.

The deviation is even more manifest in the effective se
ing power eeff that can be calculated from the knownzM
2z0. Within the above asymptotic approximation,
ay

,

,
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eeff'4A2pjMe2jM. ~23!

Figure 7 compares this theoretical effective seeding po
eeff with that numerically calculated as in Sec. III.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have quantitatively described the effect of shadow
the rear layers of short laser seeds by the seed leading la
in powerful backward Raman amplifiers~BRAs!. We have
shown that such a shadowing results in the pumped p
sliding along the manifold of self-similar~p-pulse! solutions
corresponding to seeds of negligible duration, and deri
formulas for parameters of BRA output pulses, taking t
sliding into account. Apart from the practical importance o
precise calculation of BRA output pulses, our results are
interest for the general theory of resonant three-wave in
actions.
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FIG. 7. The effective seeding powereeff calculated numerically,
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